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Hello again!

At the moment Dark Matter Zine
is sprinting flat out on the website
(www.darkmatterzine.com) as
well as publishing one PDF &
limited print edition a year. These
special editions are motivated by
assessment tasks: Creating Content and Advanced
Desktop Publishing required print magazines so here
we are.
I quietly called for submissions because I feared a
flood of contributions requiring reading. My reading
time is limited, what with managing full-time
study, the website, doing some freelance contract
work and all the rest of life’s demands. I am deeply
appreciative to the contributors—Tom Dullemond,
C J Dee and Kylie Fornasier—without whom I’d be
using Lorem Ipsum to fill the issue, not because of
lack of content but because of lack of time.
Tom Dullemond, SF afficionado, instructed me
to watch Prometheus as a ‘how-not-to’ learning
experience while also treating Prometheus as a
drinking game to cope with the aweful awfulness.
Tom’s advice is the best bio I can offer to encourage
you to read his short science fiction war story,
‘Unmasked’.
I don’t have much to say about Gabba and Slave
Layoff except to plea ‘assignment brief’. I had to
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demonstrate competency in Illustrator. Also:
My blood runs cold,
Australia has just been sold,
Abbott is the centerfold!
Abbott is the centerfold!
I trust you will forgive me.
‘The Driver’ is a complete horror story by C J
Dee that gave Liz Manthos, Dark Matter YA and
romance reviewer, nightmares. I’ve spent days
‘painting’ a suitable illustration for C J’s story. I
hope you enjoy both the story and the illustration.
Kylie Fornasier, the inspiration for this edition’s
theme, contributed a piece about Venice,
masquerades and her novel of the same name.
Anita Heiss (Australian Aborigine, author,
academic, athlete—all the As) served as inspiration
in discussion of sisterhood in Tiddas.
This short special edition of Dark Matter Zine had
a deadline of the end of semester, aka the first week
of November. Next time I hope to include more fun
stuff like Armageddon interviews and PAX writeups.
cheers,
Nalini

When the batteries ran flat and our daily supply of
repacks and stale bread stopped coming, we plugged
our guns into solar chargers and prayed for sunshine.
The sky was muddy with chaff and dust but we had
high infrared sensitivity on the panels; we eked
out enough electricity to keep weapons and our
augmented reality helmets charged.
Truth was, no-man's land was wide for a reason:
it was just the two of us with long range energy
rifles and high tech headgear. We engaged the enemy

before they even knew we were there, shooting out
sentry mechs and anyone our tactical helmets flagged
as armed or weaponised. They popped right there up
onto our Heads-Up Displays, and with the one or two
shots that we managed to recharge into our rifles each
day, we killed or destroyed them.
Still, Geordie and I were only two humans holding
this forgotten front. If a random enemy squad with
more tech and bravado than sense pressed us they'd
realise that two shots a day was about all we had.
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I was putting on some lipstick, a ridiculous daily
ritual that let me focus on normality a little, when
Geordie called out across the field.
I looked up and got the little shiver of fear I always
did when seeing the angry ogre mask on one of our
soldiers. Red and black, glaring hatred at the world
through bared white ceramic fangs.
Geordie, still human somewhere under that
tactical mask, motioned over the shattered streets and
past hollowed, ruined homes. He'd spotted enemy
movement.
I couldn't see anything yet but then his vision was
significantly better while wearing the field helmet.
Our helmets calculated whether moving targets were
just enemy robots or actual humans much faster
than we ever could. We'd blown up a few robots in
our time: damaged dog-shaped mechs, draped with
shredded supply bags and war-paint slogans, limping
as best they could across fields whose e-markers were
so scrambled they always came back to the same loop.
They're in the Möbius strip death parade for the
abandoned semi-sentient tech of war.
I flipped out my paper notebook and wrote that last
part down with a real pen. Good shit for the memoirs.
I picked my helmet up, ignoring the angry scowling
monster shape of its face, and slipped it over my head.
Tiny shapes pinged on my HUD. Tagged on the
display with thin red lines and scratchy icons, they
moved cautiously from crumbling wall to blast crater
at the edge of my natural vision.
No Logistics robo-dogs this time. This was a
group of human-sized figures in a loose formation,
about five of them. The HUD showed comms at
back, heavy ordnance at front, regular infantry in the
middle. About ten humanoid mech sentries trailed
loosely behind them. My helmet marked those green.
Unarmed, slow. We'd taken out dozens of them at
long range over the past few weeks.
Ten mechs to five humans was an odd composition
for a small squad, though. I figured they'd lost most
of their team in an earlier encounter.
What the hell were they doing here? This was
supposed to be a no-go area, bombed out, total EM
deadzone, what with all the shit in the air. We picked
off the stragglers who didn't know, or the mechs that
couldn't know. What was going on?
Geordie hurried towards me through the trench
we'd dug in what was once a street. We rendezvoused
next to a burned-out auto-cab he'd jokingly called
'Johnny' after some SF movie from the '90s, keeping
our heads down. Johnny was our unofficial equipment
station. We'd laid our IR solar panels out around him
like black prayer mats. Empty rifles lay wired to
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them, sucking at the heat of the sky. I'd put a torn cap
on the fried CPU unit of the auto-cab, and at night
we talked about Johnny like he was our commanding
officer and we'd half-salute that blob of a head.
On my Helmet HUD Geordie's fearsome ogre's
face helmet was invisible, just a smooth grey dome.
Instead of ridged eyebrows and teeth, bristling horns
hiding Friend-or-Foe data tags and telemetry sensors,
my helmet drew a digital hood over his monstrous
fixed scowl. I couldn't imagine what it was like for
the enemy to face a whole squad of us, all masked
rage and deadly accurate lancing beams of fire.
"Definitely live contact, Ma'am." Geordie's voice
was clear through my headset now that we stood
closer. "I don't know why they're coming through
here. Their long-range comms must be down too.
There's tinfoil chaff everywhere up there." He waved
at the oil-smudge sky. "No signal's getting through
this flak mess for me, doubt it's any different for
them."
We didn't have a lot of power left in the guns, not
enough to take them all out. If we didn't manage to
frighten them off soon they'd be hard to keep away. It
wouldn't take much to rout the two of us if they got
close enough.
"Geordie, I can use my helmet battery to power
your rifle. That should give us an extra shot or two
and only one of us needs targeting assist. If you take
out a few of those helpless sentry mechs and then try
to hit the comms guy they might think we're dug in
heavier than we are, give them a good scare."
Geordie nodded his featureless grey head and
started collecting equipment.
"Good idea," he said. "There's another path out to
the north. If we're lucky they'll head off that way and
give us time to recharge the batteries."
I pulled my helmet off, trying not to flinch at the
dis-augmented sight of Geordie's demon-faced mask.
It was a face that hated the world.
Glancing out across the no-go zone I could just
make out the enemy, edging between the jagged
edges of bombed homes and cars in the distance.
I powered down my helmet and pulled the battery
out, splitting the custom casing to remove the universal
power cell. I grabbed one of the handful of rifles
charging nearby, unplugged its battery and reversed
the process. The little power indicator filled up to the
last yellow bar, which was better than nothing, but
not by much. I handed the rifle to Geordie.
"I'm taking out one of the mechs first," he said.
"Should be easy as—"
His voice trailed away in that moment between
breaths when the rifle's sensors line up with the

helmet targeting. He pulled the trigger but nothing
happened. The whole tense death mobile was live but
waiting for the machines to agree on success.
Then they did—
A line of white fire hissed across the field and
one of the mechs dropped, seared right across the
faceplate.
That's when the screaming started. Shrill, distant.
The group scattered but Geordie didn't react. He
lined the rifle up to the next mech and said, "They're
scrambling for cover. I can get another—"
That pause.
The rifle lanced across no-man's land again and
struck a second mech in the leg. It collapsed, dropping
out of my line of sight behind some rubble. I felt the
absence of my monster-helmet augmentation, the
sting of tactical ignorance. If not for the screams the
battlefield would've seemed empty.
"What the—?" I pulled a set of discharged
binoculars from the equipment pile, trying to fit them
to my eyes where normally they would be pressed
against a helmet.
Geordie, cool and calm, put his rifle down and
picked up the next one, checking the battery pack and
charge, flicking through some of the base calibration
settings.
I finally got the binoculars aligned and adjusted
the focus manually.
The five enemy soldiers lay flat to the ground,
pressed behind makeshift cover of exploded brickwork
and scanning their surroundings for us to no avail.
But the sentry mechs... I couldn't see a single one.
Instead, several civilians cowered behind crumbled
walls, just ragged locals. A bag of clothes and drypack rations lay burst and scattered between them.
One, the screaming one, crawled towards the relative
safety of a burnt-out car chassis, a leg dragging
uselessly behind him. A second lay motionless, face
scorched black and featureless.
"What the fuck?" I reached over and grabbed
Geordie's shoulder as he set his rifle to it. "Stop!
Stop! Take it off!"
He turned his ogre face towards me. "What?" His
amplified voice was a resonant growl from inside.
"They're not mechs!"
"No Ma'am, they are. Clear as day on my HUD."
He turned his hideous face back to the targets. We
were too far away for the soldiers to fire at us, even
if they did spot Johnny's little altar; that was the
whole point. It was just the two of us on the edge
with long-range rifles. Safely at long range, where
we couldn't get unaugmented visuals on the targets.
In an area where we couldn't get satellite and drone

confirmation. Where we just had to trust in the
information our high tech masks threw at us.
Aw shit.
Geordie fired once more as the hideous realization
tingled up my spine. His rifle squealed at him, flashing
battery warnings. He put it down and reached for the
next.
I snatched it to safety before his fingers curled
around the stock.
He glared at me with his hideous face. "What?"
I said, "Take it off."
He stared at me while the screaming weakened.
"Take it off."
Geordie removed the demon helmet and was his
regular self again; just a young guy but prematurely
aged: wrinkles in his long face; faded blue eyes;
greying stubble. Human. He looked out at the targets,
frowning, then squinting.
"Where the hell is that screaming coming from?"
"The targets!" I yelled. "The godsdamned helmets
are lying to us. They're misclassifying civilians.
Here."
I handed him the binoculars and he was about to
put his monster-head back on when I stopped him.
"No. Naturally, unaugmented."
He gave me a questioning look but shrugged and
put the clunky device to his eyes. We'd been through
a lot in the last few weeks and this was hardly the
strangest request I'd made of him in that time.
Geordie put the binoculars down and said nothing.
He pulled the helmet back on his face, becoming a
monster again. He lifted the binoculars and they
whirred into life as they drew power from his helmet.
"They're— They're mechs," he said slowly, his
voice amplified again. "I can see the metal plating,
and one of them has sparks coming out of its head."
"We're fucking monsters," I said to the monster.
"Take it off. Fuck. Take it off."
Geordie struggled free from his helmet and threw
it away from him like it was poisoned. The red and
black ogre, now decapitated, rolled down the trench
and came to a rest, glaring at the indifferent sky.
"I've taken out at least thirty sentry mechs in the
last two weeks," he said, his voice flat, staring at it.
"We're fucking monsters," I said.
In the distance, a gunshot barked out and the
screaming stopped. The sky smeared grey and careless
in all directions above us. We, insignificant, were the
only evidence of humanity in those frozen ruins.
THE END
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Gabba and Slave Layoff (illustrator
drawing) by Nalini Haynes
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Chevrolet by Nalini Haynes (multimedia)

The Driver
by C J Dee

Max stood on the sidewalk, trying desperately to flag
down the taxis that were passing him as the rain fell
heavily over the city. He pushed his damp, blond
hair out of his eyes and pulled his soaked coat tightly
around his chest as a car pulled over to stop in front
of him. It was no ordinary car.
The red paint glistened on the body of a restored
1940s Chevrolet. The driver opened the passenger
side window. His face was obscured by shadow. His
voice was barely audible. ‘Need a ride?’
Max hesitated, but only for a moment. ‘Yes. Thank
you!’
He tried to open the front door but could not.
‘Back’s unlocked,’ the driver said.
Max opened the backdoor and clambered onto the
wide seat. He placed the tulips he was carrying on the
seat next to him and told the driver his home address.
Checking his watch, he sighed with relief, realising
the delay in being able to get home had not made him
too late for dinner with his wife, Alice.
The radio inside the car played only a barely
audible static. Max turned his attention from outside
to glance at the driver. From what he could make out
in the dim lighting of passing street lamps, the driver
was a man in his 70s with shoulder-length grey hair
straggled over a deeply creased face and a hooked
nose.
‘Heavy rain tonight,’ the driver said, almost as
if he had sensed Max’s interest and felt a need to
reciprocate.
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The driver’s voice was thick and deep, rasping
slightly as he reached the end of his sentence. Max
nodded and smiled politely while attempting to hide
his disgust at the foul stench the driver’s breath had
caused to waft throughout the vehicle. Max thought
the smell could only be described as decaying fruit
with a slight scent of sulphur.
‘A clever young fellow like you is smart enough
to head home and stay inside,’ the driver remarked.
‘I’m not, actually. I’m meeting my wife so that we
can go to dinner,’ Max choked out, still stifled by the
driver’s breath.
‘Ah, yes,’ the driver murmured, ‘and how is Alice?’
Max’s eyes widened at the mention of his wife’s
name.
‘Do I know you?’
‘No, Max. We’ve never met.’
‘Who are you?’ Max demanded, leaning forward,
‘And how do you know my name? How do you know
Alice’s name?’
‘I know a great many things, Max,’ said the driver,
shrugging his shoulders.
Stopping at the traffic lights, the driver turned his
face to Max, revealing what had been hidden behind
his straggled grey hair.
Max gasped and quickly pushed himself deep into
the back seat at the sight.
The driver’s eyes were pitch black. He had no
irises. No whites. Only black. The deep creases in his
face that Max had attributed to his age were gaping

openings in the flesh of the driver’s face.
‘W-what are you?’ Max stammered, lowering his
voice to almost a whisper.
The driver bellowed a loud and rasping laugh,
exposing an empty black abyss where his mouth and
throat should have been. The abyss was fenced by
rotten, yellowed teeth. The driver laughed, emitting a
stench that almost caused Max to pass out.
‘What am I? I shall never understand the necessity
humans have with labelling that which they cannot
comprehend. It neither makes it easier to understand
nor protect you from it.’ He smiled.
‘What do you want?’ Max demanded, edging
closer to the door.
The driver accelerated suddenly as the traffic light
turned green. ‘Want? Max, I already have what I
want. I am free to toy with humans. To cause as much
havoc as I wish. And let me tell you a little secret,’
the driver lowered his voice to a grating whisper and
turned his dark gaze onto Max. ‘I wish to cause ...
very ... much.’
The haze of fear that enveloped Max’s mind
parted in a moment of clarity. He scrambled for the
lock on the door. The jagged metal of the sabotaged
lock sliced through the flesh on his thumb and finger,
scraping across the bone. Blood gushed from the
wounds. He clutched his wounded hand against his
body. He screamed. Doubled over, he vomited on the
backseat and floor of the car.
The driver cackled with glee.
Max glared, a strand of vomit dangled from his
chin.
‘Well, now look what you have gone and done,
Max,’ the driver rasped with his eyes blazing. ‘You
have made me hungry.’ The driver smacked his lips.
The sound translated into a disgusting slapping sound
when it came from the driver’s small, dry lips and
hollow mouth.
The comment shook Max to his senses. He lay
on his back across the seat. He pulled his legs to
his chest and propelled his feet into the glass. The
window cracked.
The driver spun his head to face Max and growled.
He turned to clutch for Max, tearing the back of his
coat.
Max struggled to slide his arms out of his coat
as he moved into a sitting position. Once free, he
slammed his shoulder into the window at the centre
of the cracks, shattering the glass and sending his
head and shoulders out into the cold wind and rain.
Max gulped in the fresh air. He felt the driver
trying to grab his legs. Max kicked the driver,
thrusting himself further out the window. A remnant

of the window impaled his belly, raking his flesh. He
howled in pain. Max tumbled out the window onto
the road.
Max fled. Hot blood gushed to mingle with warm
piss running down his legs.
The door of the vehicle slammed.
Max limped down an alley, his feet and heart
pounding in a fast, desperate rhythm. All he could do
was hope and pray that he could outrun the driver.
Max reached the end of the alley and ran onto the
road. Office buildings towered over him, enveloping
him in darkness while the street beneath them
stretched out, deserted and barren. Max ran across
the road.
The driver followed, his snarling and growling
growing louder. Max dodged into another alley
hoping it would lead to a crowded street. Max prayed
there would be someone—anyone—to save him.
Max ran into a dead-end. He turned. A dark figure
loomed before him. Panting, bleeding and terrified,
Max fell to his knees.
The driver strolled to Max and bent to face him.
‘I can give you anything you want,’ Max sobbed.
‘Just please let me go. I won’t tell anyone about you,
I swear.’
The driver’s only reply was a raspy chuckle.
’What do you want?’ Max screamed.
‘Abandon your hope,’ the driver rasped. ‘My
desire cannot be sated or bought. You are mine.’
The driver shrieked, shattering Max’s eardrums.
Max fell to the ground, sobbing.
*
Alice heard a light rapping at the front door of
her stone townhouse. She stood, smoothed her black
dress and walked to the door. There was no one there.
She leaned against the doorframe, peering out to look
up and down the street outside. She noticed that the
rain was falling far more heavily than it had a half
hour earlier. As she closed the door, Alice noticed
something on the front steps. Crouching down, she
saw a bunch of tulips, her favourite flowers. Alice
picked up the flowers and scanned the street once
more.
Still seeing nothing amiss, Alice walked back
through her door and closed it. She put the flowers
in a vase. Obviously this was just one of Max’s silly
jokes, she thought to herself and resumed her seat to
watch television until Max arrived. As she reached
for the remote, she noticed a strange smell coming
from under the couch. As she knelt to investigate, it
occurred to her the smell was that of overripe, almost
rotting fruit.
END
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Unmasking Masquerade
by Kylie Fornasier
All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances,
And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being seven ages.
From As You Like It by William Shakespeare
It’s this quote that began my fascination with the
idea of disguise and performance that became the
central theme of my young adult novel, Masquerade.
We all play different parts in our daily lives. We all
wear multiple masks, however, we like to think the
opposite is true. There is this idea of an essential self
in modern dialogue. We are often told to ‘be ourselves’
or ‘find our true self’. In the 18th century, Venetians
embraced the idea that the world is a stage in their
annual six-month celebration of Carnevale. They not
only put on masks for balls and attending the theatre,
but for all occasions. Everyone wore them: nobles,
priests, prostitutes, shop keepers, even beggars.
This kept 850 mask makers in business at the time.
Disguise and pretending were a part of everyday life;
it was expected, normalised. You can imagine what
fun could be had and what dramas could unfold.
In the glittering masked world that is the
Carnevale of 1750 everyone has a secret... Seven
teens, from the highest aristocrat to the lowest
servant, are all consumed by their own secrets: their
loves, desires, loyalties and betrayals. Their entwined
dramas are played out in Venice’s ballrooms, theatres,
palazzos and promenades where delicious gossip,
devilish fun and dangerous games threaten to unmask
their secrets and even destroy their lives. All the
world’s a stage. Let the show begin.
This is the blurb for Masquerade, which was
published by Penguin Books Australia on 23rd July
2014. This article is going to attempt to unmask the
inspiration behind the book, the many influences I
had, and the writing process with a particular focus
on creating the characters.
Given my fascination with disguise,
performance and acting, it felt only natural that
Masquerade be set out a bit like a play. There is a
character list at the front of the book and the story is
divided into five acts, each beginning with a quote
from Shakespeare that relates to the events in that
act. In addition to creating the feel of a play, both
the acts and the character list have a really practical
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function of helping readers keep track of the many
characters and setting the pace of the book. I always
admire authors’ use of interesting devices to structure
their novels, as seen in many of John Green’s books,
and I believe little touches like this help make a book
unique.
Masquerade features an ensemble group of
characters, meaning there is no single main character
but several of them, and each are given equal page or
screen time. Think Downton Abbey or Gossip Girl, or
even Friends. In Masquerade, each chapter is written
in third person from one of six different characters’
point of view (though most people consider Marco a
main character, I choose not to write from his point
of view). It is not common to find books written
from the point of view of more than three or four
characters. I believe it is a writer’s job to push limits
and experiment with different writing styles. That is
what I tried to achieve in Masquerade.
There were several reasons I chose to write with
so many alternating points of view. Firstly, I love
TV shows with an ensemble cast like Gossip Girl
because you are able to become invested in so many
characters and get to be drawn into so many different
storylines. There’s something very pleasing when
many storylines interweave, and also something very
Shakespearean.
Shakespeare is known for the abundance in his
plays - his amazing ability to get so much into them
while still being coherent. That became one of my
goals when writing Masquerade, both in terms of
plot and character, which is another reason choose to
write from six different points of view.
The first challenge with writing the characters in
Masquerade was ensuring they were all distinct and
individual. Writers should know what their main
character/s would do when they walk into party, or
if you are writing about 18th century Venice, a ball.
Are they the type to make themself known straight
away? Or do they hide in the corner? Do they
talk to strangers or only people they know? With

Masquerade, I needed to know the answers to these
questions for seven characters. I didn’t extensively
profile my characters before I began writing; I grew
to know them as I wrote until I knew exactly how
each character would act in a given situation. In fact,
by the end of the first draft, I actually had to change
many of the characters’ names because they were not
the character I thought they were when I started. For
those who are interested, Orelia began her life on the
page as Portia, Angelique as Bianca and Bastian as
Sebastiano.
Another challenge is ensuring that each character’s
storyline hooks the reader in and the reader doesn’t
skip chapters to get to the characters they are
interested in, as readers often complain of doing
when there are multiple main characters. At the same
time, it’s important to ensure that readers don’t get
lost in the multiple plots and the transition between
the characters/chapters is smooth.
I believe that the key to juggling all this is to give
each character a transparent goal right from page one.
It may be the goal that they carry to the final page or
it may be that the goal is superficial and changes over
the course of the book. By nature, goals do change. We
often think we know what our goal is only to discover
we were wrong. Nether-the-less, the characters in
Masquerade all want something and their actions are
geared towards achieving it, whether it is the truth,
wealth, status, escape, love or independence. The
most important part is that the reader knows what the
characters’ goals are from the start. It’s their goals
that determine how they act, that sets them apart from
each other and keeps the storylines clear and easily
to follow.
I also believe that writers need to have a goal for
how they want readers to perceive the characters. I
wanted to translate Shakespeare’s idea that the world
is a stage onto the pages of Masquerade, so I wanted
the characters to seem like actors, not like actors in
a movie where every effort made to give the illusion
that they are not acting, but like actors in a play where
the audience is fully aware the actors are putting on a
performance. In fact, the audience is almost a part of
the play itself. I wanted the characters in Masquerade
to have a dual quality. I want people to recognize
that they are archetypes, for example, Bastian is the
playboy, Veronica is the shrew, Anna is the humble
servant who wants more, and so forth. But I also
want readers to recognize that the archetypes are
just another role we play, another mask we wear.
Knowing this goal helped me craft the characters in
Masquerade.
With disguise and pretending naturally comes

secrets, and Masquerade centres around the
characters’ secrets – secrets they are hiding, secrets
they are trying to uncover, secrets upon secrets. In
Masquerade, the characters goals and secrets are
entwined, for example, Veronica, whose goal is to not
be married, paints her suitors secrets to scare them
off. At the same time, the theme of secrets entwines
with the setting. Venice is often described as the city
of secrets, as the first line of Masquerade goes: In
a city shrouded in secrets, it was only fitting that
Orelia’s view of Venice was shrouded in fog.
Many readers have remarked that Venice itself is
a character within Masquerade. I actually thought of
Venice as elaborate stage scenery, a beautiful sparkling
stage, but I can understand why some readers feel that
it takes on the role of a character. Venice plays a part
in the dramas, it shapes events, the descriptions makes
it seem living and breathing. Evoking the setting was
a major part of my focus when writing Masquerade.
Venice is such a beautiful, mysterious and fascinating
city; I felt I had to do it justice. Research was clearly
key in this and I read every book I could get my hands
on. There are a lot of fantastic non-fiction books, like
those by Peter Ackroyd, written so poetically that
they inspire you to capture the beauty of city in words
yourself. I was also fortunate enough to travel to
Venice after I had done the majority of the writing—
and even submitted the manuscript to Penguin—and
that experience really helped me add a level of detail
that really brought the setting to life.
I feel that I’ve only just begun to unmask what
went into writing Masquerade, but I hope this article
has been helpful and interesting none-the-less. I don’t
often write articles about writing, ironically, but I
have a YouTube channel where I talk about writing
and books. You can find it by searching my name in
YouTube.
Lastly, if you haven’t read Masquerade, please
grab a copy. I promise lots of masks! It’s available in
Australia and NZ from all good bookshops and online retailers, or as an e-book internationally.
Grazie mille.
Photo of Kylie Fornasier from Kylie Fornasier
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Tiddas Unmasked

A 2014 Melbourne Writers Festival event
by Nalini Haynes
Jo Case, author, senior writer and editor at the Initially Tiddas had five Aborigine characters. When
Wheeler Centre, introduced Anita Heiss as the author challenged on the diversity of her own friendship
of five published novels, a social justice activist, an groups, challenged to include more diversity in
academic, Aborigine and athlete.
her characters, Anita decided the alcoholic and the
After asking if there were any men in the audience, confidence issues could belong to white women.
Anita said that if she was a man looking for a date White women have these issues too, but you don’t
she’d come to a women’s literary event. The entirely see it in the news.
female audience laughed whole-heartedly; thus an
TV messages include stereotypes and justification
extraordinary journey was launched.
for the Intervention (Australian defense forces were
When in her thirties, Anita wrote
deployed to ‘work with’ Aborigines
novels about women in their thirties,
although my understanding is that this
their issues and their conversations. Now
is not constitutional). Anita is currently
Anita is forty-six, she’s discovered the
working on an anthology about the anticonversations she has are very different;
intervention. She’s about to attend a
Tiddas is a novel about these different
workshop where she’ll see the impact of
conversations and concerns.
the Intervention first hand.
Each of the five central characters,
We must celebrate & acknowledge
the five Tiddas (sisters in the Koori
the good things in our lives or everything
language), has different issues and
spirals
downward;
without
this
different baggage although, coming from
acknowledgement, people can collapse
the same small community, they have a
under the pressure.
shared history. Some of the questions the
Anita’s recent birthday—her fortyPhoto of Anita Heiss by
five ask are: Have I forgotten to have a
sixth—and her belief in the institution
Amanda
James
baby? Do I want this baby I’m having?
of marriage seem to be playing on her
Will I ever get married? Do I have a
mind. The parallels between Anita’s
drinking problem? As Tiddas, we’re supposed to be life, those of her friends and the characters in Tiddas
non-judgemental and supportive. How do we do this? brought both realism and humour to the conversation.
Anita said, ‘What makes us different is [pinching
For example, some of Anita’s dates have been
her fingers] this much, what makes us the same is more educational than fun, with Anita doing the
[widespread arms] this much.’ Thus Anita believes educating. Anita said, ‘If I’m going to talk about
many relate to these women’s conversations.
Indigenous stuff all night I’m going to invoice you in
Tiddas is structured around a monthly book club the morning’. Anita just wants to ‘have a nice meal
where the women discuss issues-based books by and talk about the theatre and have sex maybe once a
women. I’ve read one of these books—Tall Man by decade’, like most women.
Chloe Hooper—and I suspect the other Tiddas book
Genuine laughter rolled around the room, inspired
club books will appear on my TBR (To Be Read) list. by Anita’s candour, her humour and her relevance to
Discussing her process, Anita said she’s a plotter other women’s lives. Anita’s conversation was downwho writes a synopsis, researches, develops characters to-earth, entertaining, interesting, challenging—all I
and builds a strong framework before beginning any could ask for.
novel. Thus she doesn’t have difficulty with writer’s
Tiddas has been optioned for a six-part TV series.
block because the framework is established before Although Anita has seen other authors’ disappointment
she faces that empty page or blinking cursor.
when their books have been converted to the screen,
Someone once told Anita that it’s more creative Anita has every confidence in the people who have
to let writing be organic, to which Anita responds, optioned her novel. A twenty-year friendship with the
‘I’m artistic and creative; I’m just organised’. Anita’s producer who has experience presenting Indigenous
work cycle goes: research, writing then book launch; content for the screen has inspired Anita’s confidence
thus she demonstrates the efficacy of organisation.
in the company’s abilities and integrity.
However, Anita has some flexibility when writing.
While I wait for the TV series, I’ll read the book.
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